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The Dark World
Adventure

here was once a damp, cold world
that was always dark even though
it had three suns - one black, one
grey, one purple (all of which would
occasionally turn blue due to climate
change). Flying monkeys and giant
man-eating birds could be seen among
the crying chocolate and cotton candy
clouds, jelly bean thunder, and orange
snow. There was a rainbow moon who
shined rainbows down onto the hilly
and curvy land covered in brown grass
and white trees. Across this vast world
there was a nacho jungle, a frozen
desert, a candy stick forest, a furrie
shrine, and ice cream tunnels.
An old brick house filled with molten

lava stood next to a swamp filled with
thick red liquid that smelled like
medicine juice. On the other side of the
house was a black lagoon you couldn’t
see through. The park nearby had
swings but they were always occupied by
strange singing dolls.
This world supported a vast array of
dangerous plants including ogre weeds,
man-eating dandelions, couch plants
that would walk up and politely eat
people, bushes that caused arms to
sneeze off, and person-looking plants
who unscrewed their “heads” to drink
the red medicine liquid from the swamp.
The animals who lived among them
were equally fantastic: blue horses

with dorito-shaped hooves, glow-in-thedark orange cat/fish (cat bodies with
fish heads), radio active birds, opposite
mermaids (human bodies with fish
heads), guinea pigs that changed color
and ate birds, and giant spiders with
snake bodies. In the nacho jungle you
could find horses with gorilla bodies
and in the candy forest were people with
wings.
There were occasional elven-made
orange juice rainstorms, if you were
caught in it you would sleep for 10 hours.
To get around this wild world many
folks rode flying rainbow pigs who
had gold hooves and sequined wings
or flying unicorns with rainbow hair
and gold horns. When their horns
shined traffic would clear. There were
also special rainbow sprinkle-fueled
obsidian beds that allowed you to
travel with your whole house. This was

especially useful for going on vacation.
Raiden called this world home. He
had short black curly hair, tan skin,
one green eye and one blue, and wore
white clout goggles with black lenses.
He wore checkered Vans and his black
titanium suit had a special button on
the arm that activated camouflage, He
lived underground in his hi-tech secret
lair with wolves and cheetahs who wore
matching suits. He was super strong and
dope and liked to save people.
Georgie Bob John Wick lived in the
swamp by the old brick house. He was
short, had a black mustache and long
orange beard, two big yellow teeth, and
had only half of his right eyebrow. He
wore orange makeup, a tall red pointy
hat, an American soccer jersey, and
black square shoes, and was almost
always holding a red balloon. He became
a mind-reader after being struck by

lightning when he was 542 years young.
Raiden was there when it happened and
since then they had a bond.
Bob the Time Traveling Unicorn lived
inside the old brick house. He was
purple and dark black, had a vibranium
horn, tungsten feathered wings, and
rainbow eyes. He could fly and time
travel, knew all the elements in the
periodic table, had a Bachelors degree
in Science, and made a shield for the
disintegrating gun. He held a grudge
against Raiden for getting better grades
than him in school.
Bob had several house mates. Gerbert
was an avocado ogre with many layers
(like an onion) who had one giant
chancla hand. It liked the idea of
being vegan but it would gently chew
on children who partied in his belly.
He would then spit them out as red
medicine into the swamp. John Merp

identified as LGBTQ+ and looked like a
ball of licorice. Ferbert was furry and
orange and carried a sign that said, “I’m
vegan” and always had hot pockets on
hand. They were all married to each
other and lived in the old red brick
house. Gerbert was motivated by hunger,
Ferbert wanted the red medicine liquid
for anti-depressant purposes. John
Merp’s motivations were unknown.
One day Bob the Time Traveling Unicorn,
Gerbert, John Merp, and Ferbert were
outside the old brick house working on
their yard. Little did they know, Raiden
and Georgie Bob John Wick were out for
a walk. When they started to approach
the old brick house Bob spotted them
and let out a blood curdling scream...

